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Abstract
In this research, we first aim at developing data analytics that can derive insights about
how people from different regions communicate and connect via mobile phone calls and
physical movements. We uncover the digital divide (geographical segregation of phone
communication patterns) and the physical divide (geographical limits of human mobility)
in Senegal. The research also demonstrates that the chosen spatial unit and temporal
resolution can affect the community detection results of spatial interaction graphs when
analyzing human mobility patterns and exploring urban dynamics in the mobile age. We
find that the daily detection has generated a more stable partition structure than an hourly
one, while monthly changes also exist over time. The presented framework can help
identify patterns of spatial interaction in both cyberspace and physical space with phone
call detailed records in some regions where census data acquisition is difficult, especially
in African countries.
Keywords: digital divide, physical divide, community detection, mobile phone data,
spatial interaction

1. Introduction
The mobile phone call detail records (CDRs) distributed within the framework of “Data
for Development” Senegal challenge were running through several processes that
intended to anonymize all source users’ information while still providing sufficient and
meaningful data to researchers (de Montjoye et al. 2014). For example, the hourly site-tosite traffic data for cellphone sites is beneficial for analyzing dynamic digital
communication patterns at the spatial resolution of a cellphone tower’s coverage or at
other aggregated regional scales. In addition, individual-based records provide
opportunities to study human mobility patterns at both the individual level and the
geographically aggregated level, which has been a hot topic in the existing literature
(Gonzalez et al., Song et al. 2010, Kang et al. 2012, de Montjoye et al. 2013). For this
research, we first aim at developing data analytics that can derive insights about how
people from different regions communicate and connect via phone calls and physical
movements. While many studies exist applying community detection techniques based on
graph theory to identify the spatial connectivity and characteristics of regions, social
segregation, or functional zones of a city using mobile phone data (Ratti et al. 2010, Gao
et al. 2013a, Amini et al. 2014, Chi et al. 2014), few researchers have addressed the
spatiotemporal resolution issue (Cheng and Adepeju 2014). The chosen spatial unit (e.g.,
cell-based, region-based) or temporal resolution (e,g., hour, day, week, month) might

affect the results of analyzing human mobility and urban dynamics in the mobile age
(Gao 2015).
To this end, we discuss the impact of changing the spatial analysis unit and temporal
resolution when detecting community patterns of spatial interaction in both cyberspace
and physical space extracted from one-year CDRs in Senegal.

2. Methods
Two types of weighted graphs can be built based on the given CDRs. Let G_CallFlow (V,
E) denote a weighted undirected graph of phone call flows among different spatial units
(S) where cellular sites or administrate places (e.g., regions, departments,
arrondissements 1 ) are transformed into graph nodes (V) while communication flows
among places are represented as weighted edges (E). Let Wijt represent the total phone
calls between a spatial unit i and another spatial unit j during the time interval t (by hour,
day, or month). As an example of one selected node accompanied by its links in a graph,
Fig. 1 shows the monthly phone call flows that connect the capital city Dakar to other
arrondissements in Senegal.
Similarly, let G_MobilityFlow (V, E) be a weighted undirected graph of human
movement flows in physical space, and let Mijt represent the total volume of movement
flow between a spatial unit i and another spatial unit j during time interval t, including the
movement flows both from i to j and from j to i. Note that although we can build the
weighted directed graph of spatial interaction by adding the direction of flows, it is not
required for community detection operations.
In the study of complex networks, a community is deﬁned as a subset of the entire
graph, where nodes within the same community are densely connected and grouped
together. The identiﬁcation of such divisions in a graph is called community detection.
Newman and Girvan (2004) propose a modularity metric to evaluate the quality of a
particular division into communities within a graph. Modularity compares a proposed
partition to a null model in which connections between nodes are random. The larger the
modularity value is, the more robust (stable) the detected community structure is. We
apply two popular techniques for community detection in our work: (1) a fast-greedy
modularity maximization algorithm (FG) (Clauset et al. 2004) that merges pairs of
communities iteratively and always chooses the pair that yields the maximum increase in
the overall modularity; and (2) a multi-level algorithm (ML) (Blondel et al. 2008) in
which nodes are moved between communities such that each node makes a local choice
that maximizes its own contribution to the modularity score, and can unfold a complete
hierarchical community structure in multiple steps.
For each type of weighted graph (G_CallFlow or G_MobilityFlow), we process the
data for different spatial and temporal resolutions, and then identify the communities for
each graph by maximizing the modularity value. In order to compare the similarity of
different scenarios of the community detection results, we calculate the normalized
mutual information index (NMI) proposed by Danon et al. (2005) to measure the
similarity between different partitions. The NMI value is in the range between 0 and 1.
The higher the NMI value is, the more similar the graph partitions are.
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Arrondissement is usually a level of administrative division under Department in Francophone countries.

Figure 1. Visualizing the phone call interactions between the capital Dakar and other
arrondissements in Senegal.

3. Results
In this section, we apply the aforementioned community detection algorithms to two
types of spatial interaction graphs and discuss the results.
3.1 The Digital Divide
Fig. 2 shows the spatial distributions of community detection results for the phone call
flow graph G_CallFlow in January using the FG and ML algorithms. We can identify the
digital divide (geographical segregation of communication patterns) in Senegal; i.e., the
geographically adjacent arrondissements within the same community have more intensive
call communications than those of inter-communities, and they tend to spatially cluster.
For example, the DAKAR region itself has more intra communications, whereas the
arrondissements of TAMBACOUNDA, MATAM, SAINT-LOUIS and KEDOUGOU
tend to group together. The modularity values of the two detection algorithms are similar
0.4396 (FG) and 0.4408 (ML), while the partition structures have a high similarity value
(NMI=0.84). Fig. 3 depicts the temporal changes of modularity values and the structural
similarity of community detection results of phone call flows among arrondissements in
different months. The month-to-month similarity matrix shows that more similar
community structures are detected from October to December (pink and white color grids
at the top-right corner of Figs. 3b and 3c).
Considering the temporal resolution effect, we also apply these two detection
algorithms to the hourly and daily aggregated phone call flow graphs, and compare the
modularity values as well as the partition structures. Fig. 4 demonstrates the hourly and
daily changes of modularity values. The modularity value reaches a maximum during the
hour 07~08, which represents the most stable community structure, whereas the value
gets lower at night, which indicates a relatively unstable community structure (Fig. 4a).
The daily detection has generated a more stable partition structure over time, although we
can still identify the unstable community structure in the first days of January, which
might result from irregular mobile phone call patterns on New Year’s Day (Fig. 4b). No

significant difference exists between the temporal changes of community structure using
the FG and ML detection algorithms.
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Figure 2. Community detection of phone call flows at the arrondissement level in
January using the two algorithms: (a) FG ; (b) ML.
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Figure 3. (a) The modularity values for the community detection results of G_CallFlow
in different months; (b) a month-to-month similarity matrix for the FG partition results;
and, (c) a month-to-month similarity matrix for the ML partition results.
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Figure 4. The temporal variability of modularity in January by (a) hour; (b) day.
3.2 The Physical Divide
Another type of spatial interaction network is generated by phone users’ physical
movement; more detailed discussion can be found in Gao et al. (2013a). Figs. 5a and 5b
show the spatial segregation of monthly human mobility flow graph G_MobilityFlow at
the cellular site scale by applying two community detection algorithms (FG and ML).
The term “physical divide” in this context is used to represent such human mobility
patterns within limited geographical space. Not surprisingly, the spatially adjacent
cellular sites are more likely to be grouped together based on mobility flows, although
several abnormal grouping patterns occur across space. For example, the northeastern
blue community along the country boundary tends to have more cross-site mobility flows
because of highway connections along the border. In addition, we found that the
modularity values (MFG = 0.7260, MML= 0.7248) based on a site-to-site mobility graph
are larger than those for the partition results of an arrondissement-to-arrondissement
mobility graph (M’FG = 0.4396, M’ML= 0.4408) as shown in Figs. 5c and 5d. From the
geographical context perspective, such physical divide patterns might be associated with
terrain barriers (Fig. 5e), streets network centrality (Fig. 5f) (Gao et al. 2013b), or other
natural environment and socioeconomic factors. The temporal changes and structural
similarity of graph partition results for monthly mobility graphs have also been studied in

this work (see Fig. 6a and 6b). In general intra-season similarity tends to be higher than
inter-season similarity.
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Figure 5. Community detection of monthly mobility flows (a) at the site-to-site scale
using FG; (b) at the site-to-site scale using ML; (c) at the arrondissement-toarrondissement scale using FG; (d) at the arrondissement-to-arrondissement using ML; (e)
a terrain elevation map in Senegal; and, (f) a map of highway network centrality.
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Figure 6. Month-to-month comparisons on mobility flow graphs: (a) a similarity matrix
for the FG partition results; and, (b) a similarity matrix for the ML partition results.

4. Conclusions
In this work, we seek to uncover the digital divide (geographical segregation of phone
communication patterns) and the physical divide (geographical limits of human mobility)
in Senegal based on large-scale mobile phone data. The research demonstrates that the
chosen spatial unit and temporal resolution can affect the community detection results of
two types of spatial interaction graphs: a phone-call communication graph, and a human
movement graph. We find that daily detection can generate a more stable partition
structure than an hourly one, while monthly changes also exist over time. In addition, the
intra-season similarity is generally higher than inter-season similarity. We apply two
popular techniques for community detection (i.e., a fast-greedy modularity maximization
algorithm and a multi-level algorithm) in this work. However, no significant difference is
found between temporal changes of community structure by using these two detection
algorithms.
The presented framework can help identify patterns of spatial interaction in both
cyberspace and physical space with mobile phone call detail records in some regions
where census data acquisition is difficult, especially in African countries. A potential
value exists for supporting regional planning and policy making by mining large-scale
geospatial datasets, although there has been some debate on whether to use mobile phone
data or other big data analytics because of geo-privacy concerns. Related research in this
direction (e.g., geospatial data anonymization) might attract more attention from both
academic researchers and industry engineers.
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